
MISTI
Delivering Trade Ideas Straight to Your Trading Screen



Why Use MISTI

Streamline your 
trading process

 

Flexible
 customization

 

Eliminate 
confusion

 

Stay informed with 
real-time trade 
commentary

 



Instantly convert idea generators’ content into actionable orders
A content provider’s idea is inputted, queued up, and 

distributed to subscribers.

Instant order 
removal

 

Instant order 
send

 



Eliminate minutiae
Upon receiving the data, MISTI instantly delivers actionable order tickets.

MISTI: Multi-Asset Basket



MISTI manages the process. You control the trading decision. 
Trader maintains full authority to modify trade price and size.

Take action en masse 
with "Send All" and 

"Cancel All" or 
Send/Cancel 
individually.

 

Select “Remove” to 
eliminate the ticket.

 

Multiple orders created 
off the TARGET signal 
range based on your 

input decisions.

 



Powerful fine-tuning
Preset your content variables and desired assets, then trade at your preferred tempo!

Create disparate profiles 
based on your trading mood.

 



Users receive a chat feed for monitoring signals delivered by idea generators.

Choose your channel. 
Hear what you want to hear.  
Hone in on a single concept.

Real-time trade commentary and risk-management alerts



How MISTI Works

Refines your 
control 

 

Removes 
obsticles 

 

Maximizes impact 
of your trading 

decisions
 



User Profile Window
Format multiple profiles built upon your market conviction. Set-up how signals are 

sent to you centered around your feelings.

Preset your 
execution sentiment.

Split your orders tied to 
market range, or 

by weighting.



MISTI Window
The MISTI multi-order ticket window transforms inbound signals into actionable orders.  

You can modify, route, and manage these orders directly from this screen.

Trade ideas sent to 
Matrix Pro Front-end.

One screen gives 
you the ability to 

modify and manage 
your orders.



Profile Grid Window
The “Profile Grid” window summarizes and displays information collected from 

the user profile window.



Chat Window
The chat window gives access to content providers market commentary, position 

maintenance, and risk-management.

Dialogue is both time 
stamped and numbered.

Freedom to filter 
content providers 
communication.



Get in Touch

info@matrixex.com
+1 (312) 291-2777

Matrix Execution Technologies, LLC

Contact us:

Yanyue Marden
ymarden@matrixex.com

Paul Favia
pfavia@matrixexecutions.com
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